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The Doctorsâ€™ Clinic-30 Program is based on sound principles, research, and, testimonials from

previous patients. This is a practical way to eat healthy and lose weight. Instead of providing

another diet plan, this program is based on change and lifestyle modification. It follows the food

group principles and portion control. This program will provide you all the tools you need to lose

weight and keep it off without having to keep a diary, purchase an expensive gym membership, or

even spend a lot of money at the grocery store.
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If you have tried to lose weight only to be left frustrated and disappointed, the Doctorsâ€™ Clinic -

30 Program is for you. This is not just another book that talks about losing weight, this is an easy to

follow and leading-edge program designed to not only create weight loss success, but optimal

health as well. Itâ€™s all done for you! You will learn how to manage food, what are the best foods

to lose weight, how to survive the grocery store and survive restaurants, kick hunger and cravings to

the curb and much more. You will also learn to shift your mindset (your foundational key) to weight

loss success. I highly recommend the Doctorsâ€™ Clinic-30 Program for you or your loved ones.Get

ready for a new and slimmer you that exudes optimal health and never look back!

There aren't many reviews that I will ever write where I can say with integrity that a book changed

my life, but this is one of them. I purchased the original Clinic 30 Program in 1994, when I was 16



years old. I weighed 235 pounds in high school and was at a point in my life when all of my friends

were dating and I wasn't. It was a lonely place to be. I was determined to lose weight but I didn't

understand the fundamentals of how to get there. I knew all about calories, but not in a meaningful

way and certainly never tied them to real nutrition.If you are ready to lose weight and need a healthy

framework to get there, this is the book for you. It's not very complicated. The mantra that I

learned---and it is a healthy one---is everything in moderation. I think that's why I was successful

with my weight loss long term. I lost almost 100 pounds with this program and I've kept off 70+

pounds for 21 years despite sports injuries, emotional setbacks (job loss) and the birth of 4 children.

I just opened the book again to help me lose the last 20 pounds after the recent birth of our

daughter.So I lost 100 pounds. I started dating. I established a healthier relationship with food. I met

my husband and we have four beautiful kids. I'm a lucky lady. Thank you, Dr. Cooper. You changed

my life!

Great read. Really drives the point home that your goal should not be to adopt a diet, but a lifestyle

of eating that lasts long term. Gives great examples and tips to make this idea a reality. Also

touches on the mental aspect of eating and how to overcome some of the pitfalls that our mind uses

to sabotage our goals.

A good friend of mine recommended this program to me and told me how much it changed her

outlook on losing weight and adopting a healthier lifestyle. I am so glad that I was introduced to this

book. It taught me a much more sensible approach to eating and exercising. I never felt restricted

on this plan. You are given every tool necessary to succeed on your weight-loss journey from how

to go grocery shopping to how to properly prepare your foods. I would certainly recommend this

book to anyone looking to loose weight and keep it off or for someone who wants to incorporate

better eating habits in their daily routine. This book has truly changed the way I look at food. I was

able to loose that last 20 lbs that would just not go away and keep it off!

Being someone that has been on many "yo-yo" diets, I found this book refreshing. Dr Fatakhov's

approach to Obesity as a lifestyle change, instead of a "goal", has really changed my outlook and

focus on how to deal with my own personal weight issues. This book is not a "gimmick" but a guide

on dealing with these obstacles.If you apply the lessons in this book together with self discipline, the

Doc's food compliance program (which is totally achievable) and moderate exercise, you will be

more than happy with the results.After being on this plan for 100 days, I have lost 25lb, gained some



muscle mass and gotten back to jogging. Today I feel more alive than ever and my work

performance shows.Dr Fatakhov's change and lifestyle modification program just works.

I absolutely LOVED this book. And no this was not just another book that talks about weight loss

while actual results are far from reaching. What I really liked about this book was the easy and

straight forward read of how to reach your desired results and the body you always wanted. I lost

the weight especially around my waist and I am still keeping it off. A woman who is in her thirties

has a body of a woman who is in her twenties. What girl doesn't want that. :) I told many of my

friends about this book and they are completely hooked on it. You MUST read this book if you want

the results you always wanted.

This book is a unique take on dieting and lifestyle because it's written by a nutritionist and MD and

written from true experience. The way they wrote this book makes it easy to read and understand.

You can also find exactly what you're looking for just by looking at the index. I learned a lot that will

help me as I work towards a healthier lifestyle. The best thing about this book is that you can pick it

up and read/reference it at any point during your weight loss or weight maintenance. It's never too

early or late to apply what this book has to offer in your daily life.
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